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About WF Trading
Establishing a business and making it into success
demands hard work and time. Fulﬁlling the customer
needs is prior to the company without a proper strategy
and control it will be out of the company hands. Introducing new and proper technologies nowadays is inevitable.
These organizations really need to be careful about inventory control like maintaining stock, overbooking, wastage
and over production. Implementing software eliminates
these mistakes to a great extent; this thought makes us
develop a platform WF Trading for the organization
where they can automate the primary factors which are
directly affecting the proﬁtability and productivity of the
organization. Our talents understand the overall process
and ﬂow which is happening in and out of the company
starting from the quotations, purchase, sales and after
sales put together to bring out robust products from all
these viewpoints. We believe in developing mutually
since our vision is to bring out something new which will
be relaxing to the company in all business operations
hence introducing new strategies and enhancing decision making.
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Modules and
Functionalities
WF trading is completely a cloud base
application where you can access, monitor and control data’s real time. As we said,
the prior understanding of the business
process from the top class experts in the
area solves complexities you have, automates and controls the operations without wasting much time to analyze. Each
module and the consecutive functionalities in WF Trading has been developed
using proper guidance and tested by
experts so once you log in, showcase yourself enough and make your business
aligned upon your vision.

Administration
Every organization is well deﬁned with proper administration and management where the
crucial and valuable decision has been formulated and implemented for proper functioning of
them. There will be a deﬁned structure for the organization administration so called organization chart on the basis of that the roles has been deﬁned and done in the organization , we
think and follows exactly the same , Here the foremost features are

User Creation and Control
Organizations have several employees each handling different departments or areas having
high level of knowledge in those operations so our product helps to create users and assign
permissions matching to their area of operations. The main admin based on the organization
chart can create, edit or delete users according to the company norms and policies. Creating an
elegant User interface by understanding user experience each step has been developed by us.
In just a few minutes the user can be created, where they can capture the dominant information of the user like Name, email, mobile number, creating a username and password for them
and setting their designations and all.
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Roles and Permissions
Each user will be assigned distinct roles where they need to monitor or analyze that speciﬁc
area as insisted by the top management. There will be a level of hierarchy for each role which is
predeﬁned by the company norms. According to the hierarchy the concern managers or related person can create each roles and setting the desired permissions for those particular roles,
because not everyone do the same job and the expertise level will be vary according to the employees, understanding that reality in our product they can create new roles and assign permission later assigning to the created roles to speciﬁc users. There will be an automatic generated
basic role with only limited level of operations since no employee will be having an empty
handed role.

Transactions

About WF Trading

Purchase Request
Request For quotation ( RFQ)
RFQ Price Entry
Quotation
Sales Order
Purchase Order
Goods Receipt Note
Delivery Order
Sales Invoice
Purchase Invoice
Receipt
Payment
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Dashboard
Dashboard often refers to the landing page of the
software and it's mainly meant for real time data
analysing the sales , purchase , invoices and product
value directing to proper and instant decision
making for the top level management. Dashboards
contain statistical data on the basis of the sales and
purchase happening in the organization capturing
daily , monthly and yearly both in graphical and
numerical representation for ease and convenient
analysis.

Master Modules
Master modules are mainly capturing the data of the company details, company policies ,
terms and conditions ,clients , supplier and other dependents or processes followed in the
administration level while considering a trading organization.
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Clients
1, Office/Plants/projects
2, Procurement Contact
3, Warehouse Contact
4, Finance Contact

Suppliers

Bank Account
Delivery Period
Delivery Terms
Payment Terms
Rating
Designation

1, Sales Contact

Company

2, Warehouse contact

Serials

3, Finance Contact

Brand

4, Bank Details

Variations

Tax Master

Units

Banks

Unit Mapping

Inventory
Main Category
Sub Category
Item Master
Product Gallery
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Accounts
Account Group
Account Head
Opening Balance
Cash Receipt
Cash Payment
Bank Receipt
Bank Payment
Journal
Reconciliation

Reports
Reports are mainly meant for decision
making purpose most probably the top
management

level

will

be

more

focused on the reports for getting
information and hence plan for the
better ﬂow of the organization.

Cash Register
Bank Register
Ledger
Trial Balance
Day Book
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Pricing terms
Our software is completely tailor made
according to the users requirements and its
much ﬂexible in terms of functionalities and
pricing, As far as our mission to increase the
operational efﬁciency and bring out dramatic change in proﬁtability of the organization, the pricing purely depends on the
users and organization needs.
As a SaaS product developer we follow
monthly

subscription

based

pricing

depending upon the users and requirements. Which will ﬁnalize mutually with our
clients.

Technology Used
Today's world is rushing before the technology to provide the latest and advanced technology
for the products that they have made. We are truly updated and aligned to the vision that each
software that we made has to be developed in the latest cutting edge technology to make it
work seamlessly.

Angular

Dot Net
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Support and service
We are truly dedicated to provide any sort of
assistance and happy to help all your queries
through phone calls , emails and messages. Our
team is committed to deliver the best possible
service and support short run and long run. We
believe that customer satisfaction can only be
achieved through delivering outstanding products along with a dedicated team to give support
and assistance anytime , anyday.
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Email
reachus@wonderfolks.com

Social Links
in

linkedin.com/company/wonderfolks-interactive
facebook.com/wondefolks
instagram.com/wonderfolksllp
+91 70128 27908

www.wonderfolks.com

